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QUALITY
The quality of an establishment or business is measured with any minimum detail: 

the uniqueness of its materials, the exclusivity of its services or the originality of its 

design. In Assembly & amp; Creations we know, and that is why we apply rigorous 

quality controls in each of the phases of the design, manufacturing and installation 

process of your business. It is the best way to make sure that your clients have a 

unique and unrepeatable experience in their establishment.



INSPIRATION
Spacious and bright spaces, pleasant and full of harmony. Because we know that the 

well-being and balance of your clients and guests is the most important, in Assembly 

& Creations we put all our talent in taking care of every detail to the fullest. We use 

colors that are at the same time sober and comforting, materials with a soft and 

pleasant texture, sophisticated and elegant furniture…

We are dedicated to creating spaces full of emotion and positive energy, so that it 

provides its clients with an unforgettable high standing experience. 

Design plays a decisive 
role in the success of 

any business.



The best designs start from great ideas. If you want to make sure that your 

business idea becomes reality the way you imagined it, Assembly & 

Creations is the right place.

As professionals of high level personalized design, we provide your 

business with an innovative and functional aesthetic, aimed at maximizing 

the profitability of each space without losing a bit of the creativity 

necessary to surprise your customers.

Your hospitality or commecial business, be it a hotel, a restaurant, a café, 

a spa or a country club, your company’s office, will have the perfect 

balance between functionality and creativity.

DESIGN

FUNCTIONALITY
Whether traveling or being a user of your restaurant, the business client looks for two fundamen-

tal things during his stay: comfort and functionality. And that is what we provide in our designs 

and assemblies.

Spacious rooms, equipped with modern, innovative and utilitarian furniture; luxurious kitchens, 

to offer an exquisite and pleasant service; intimate and reserved dining rooms, to facilitate the 

business activity of its customers. Our attention to detail will make your clients and users enjoy a 

successful and satisfying stay.



Open spaces full of harmony as 
a guarantee of an unforgettable 

experience


